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Barcelona Budget Reduces Prices

In an effort to help those planning a trip to Barcelona, a website that specializes in helping
travelers plan and book a visit to Barcelona, has implemented price changes.

Barcelona, Spain (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Representatives with Barcelona Budget (http://barcelona-
budget.net) announced today that it is now offering 10 percent off three of top tours outside of Barcelona: The
Montserrat and Colonia Guell, The Dali Museum and Girona City Tour and The Wine and Cava.

Raul Fattore, owner and spokesperson for Barcelona Budget, said travelers can take advantage of price
reductions for Montserrat and Colonia Guell (Gaudi), a place for spirituality and the best architecture near
Barcelona.

“You’ll be treated to a one-day trip to the holy mountain of Montserrat, with its monastery dating back almost
1,000 years, and Gaudí’s crypt in the Colònia Güell, which was awarded World Heritage Site status in 2005,”
Fattore said.

The Dali Museum and Girona city tour is a tour of Dali´s fascinating surrealist world in Figueres, and the city
of Girona, which has one of the best-preserved Jewish quarters in Europe, Fattore noted.

As for the Wine and Cava, Fattore pointed out that visitors will be treated to The Penedès wineries.

Fattore added that the Catalunya Bus Turístic, which runs one-day trips from Barcelona, is the most convenient
and easy way for you to visit some of the most famous wineries in the Penedès, the region’s premier wine-
producing area.

Barcelona Budget, According to Fattore, was born to address the lack of practical, useful information available
for the budget traveler.

With Barcelona Budget, those who visit the website will be able to plan their trip by doing the most while
keeping their spending to the minimum.

No matter if you are going to visit Barcelona for the first time, or you are a frequent traveler or even if you are
visiting the city for business purposes, Barcelona Budget’s main goal is to help save time and money when
visiting Barcelona.

“Barcelona Budget will provide you with valuable information regarding the cost of the various activities and
services, as well as reveal some insider “secrets” that most of the travel guides don't tell you about,” Fattore
said.

For more information, please visit: http://www.barcelona-budget.net/attractions.html and http://www.barcelona-
budget.net/blog

About Barcelona Budget

There are many websites about Barcelona and some of them contain inaccurate information, while others are a
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jumble of unordered content which makes it practically impossible to plan your trip.

Barcelona Budget was created by Raul Fattore, resident of Barcelona, a frequent traveler, and tourist advisor at
the Barcelona Tourist Office.

Source: Barcelona Budget
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Contact Information
Raul Fattore
Barcelona Budget
http://www.barcelona-budget.net/
+34 666672909

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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